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it was reported by Gabathuler’1that the results of the broken SU (6) version
of the quark-parton model’2’ and source theory’34 are nearly the same for the
prediction of the asymmetry parameter dl for deep-inelastic scattering of poiarized
electrons from polarized protons. In fact, both of these approaches are in good
agreement with the iatest exDerimental data’31. It is the purpose of this ta’k to
describe the differences between these two models and to suggest how these two
different descriptions of hadronic dynamics may be distintuished experimentally. in
this lecture, I will follow the notations that may be found in Ref./6/ where addi
tional details of the scattering process are to be found. For the scattering process
considered, an electron(muon) of four-momentum a, E-ergy and polarization .
is scattered into a final state of energy from a proton of four-momentum b,
rest mass m. and polarization by way of the exchange of a virtual photon of
four-momentum q’ = c. From the four-momenta, one can define the Lorentz
nvariants 4 = (a+b)2,4t = (a—c)2 = —Q2, and ii = —b.Q/rn. The asymmetry pa
rameter is defined from the differential cross-sections which represent deep-inelastic
scattering with parallel and antiparallel orientations of the spin polarization of the
epton and the hadron as
9o(t1) — du() (1)
—
in the rest system for the nucleon, the differential cross-section can be written as
36) = L’(sa)ImHLL,() (2)
8c29 8irrnt2c.
where LIAI(Sa) is the lepton polarization tensor and where IrnH’”’(s6)is the hadronic
polarization tensor which can be written in terms of the four structure functions
ImH1(4t,v)(i = 1 — 4) and the four gauge invariant tensors T’(m) as
ImH’(6)= IrnH(4t,v)T’(&6).
* To appear in: Proceedings of the 7” International Symposium on
High Energy Spin Physics, Protvino, U.S.S.R., 22-2 7 September 1986.
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In terms of these structure functions the asymmetry parameter A becomes
A
[2mvImHs + (v2 +Q2)ImH4J (
—
— [(v2 +Q2)IrnH — ImH1]
These structure functions are related to the more commonly used functions’7’as
follows:
ImHi(4t,v) = + (1—v2/4t)W]
ImH2(4t,u) = —--W2(4t,v)
___
(5)
ImH3(4t, i) =
— 16m3
d(4t, u)
ImH4(4t,v) =_L9(4,).
In the quark-parton model, it is assumed that the lepton is scattered incoherently
from a single quark whose four-monentum is a fraction x of the four-momentum of
the proton, q1A = where x =Q2/2mv. This implies that mq = xm and that
T”’(rnq)=x2Tr’(m)(i = 1,2,or4)
pLI 3 pv ()73 (mq) = x 23 (rn)
which can be used with (2) and (3) to show that
Fi(x) = mW1 = (l/2x)Fx
F2(x) = vW2 = ex[ft( t) +f(x j)j
(v/22r)d(4t,zi) = e[f(x ) — f(x fl] (7)
g(4t,v) = 0
A/D Al
= (v/22r)d(4t,v)
2F1
where f1(x 1) is a quark spin distribution function, e a quark charge, and D a known
kinematical factor. One observes that in the scaling limit the structure function
g(4t,v) vanishes.
In source theory, the structure functions (5) are obtained from a double spectral
integral
dM2dM22h1 (M÷, M_)
ImH(4t,u)
= If MM![(q+b)-M][(q- b)2 -Ma]
where h(M_,Af_) is determined from the behaviour of the structure functions near
the region for elastic scattering and in the region of absorption of a real photon. Unlike
2
the quark-parton model, source theory predicts a non-zero value for the structure
function g(4t,v) even in the scaling limit. Using this theory, one can show that
4ir(1 — 0.3x’/2)xl.8F(x)
4tz.’g(4t,zi)= (1+x)
Numerically the value of (9) approaches zero at x = 0 and x 1, and it has a maximun
value of 0.78 at x = 0.39 . Here the values of F2(x) come from a parameterization
of the experimental data similar to that used in Ref./8/.
The results in (5) for the quark-parton model are modified when perturbative
QCD corrections are made to the quark distributions and to the structure functions.
These may be performed using the evolution equation method’9/. In source theory,
scaling violations may be introduced with the aid of a new scaling variable. How
ever. these two approaches produce different Q2 dependence which results in small
corrections to the above results.
Experimentally, one could measure the value of g(4t,u) if an helically polarized
lepton is scattered from a proton which has its spin parallel or antiparallel to the
direction of the virtual photon or if it is polarized in a direction perpenticular to
the lepton beam and to the polarization direction of the lepton. The differential
cross-sections for these two processes may be found from equations (81) and (82)
respectively of Ref./6/. It is anticipated that the soon to be published results of the
European Muon Collaboration experiment NA2 performed at CERN in which polarized
muons are scattered from polarized nucleons to measure the asymmetry parameter
at values of x between 0.04 and 0.2 for values of Q2 up to 20GeV will aid in the
establishment of a realistic description of hadronic matter.
Part of this work was performed at the Dublin Institute of Technology in collab
oration with Mr. K. B. Gupta.
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